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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF REINFORCED-CONCRETE
CATEGORY I STRUCTURES AT HIGH LOAD LEVELS

Elton G. Endebrock,* Richard C. Dove,** Wade E. Dunwoocly*

Abstract

A US Nuclear Regulatory Commission-funded experimental program

designed to obtain information on the structural behavior of reinforced-

concrete buildings has be?n underway at the Los Alamos National Labora-

tory since 1980. This information will aid the NRC ‘inevaluating the

seismic capacities of existing Seismic Category I bufldfngs.

Scale models of reinforced-concrete shear walls and buildings were

subjected t@ static and dynamfc tests. Simulated sefsmic tests were

conducted on model structures constructed to two scales (1/30 and 1/10),

permitting an evaluation of the effect of scale in experimental fnvesti-

$~tions of reinforced-concrete structures.

Monotonic and cyclic quasfstatic tests provfde information on

strength, stiffness, strength and stfffness degradation, ductflfty, and

general load-deflection behavfor up to the ultfmate load. The dynamfc

tests yielded information on natural frequencies, equivalent vfscous

dampfng values, fnftial stfffness a~ldstiffness degradation, and general

response behavior,

These experimental investigations have fndicated that sfne-sweep

tests are not suftable for reinforced-concrete structures and that the

fnitfal stlffne~s of sh~ar wall structures fs less than predfcted when

assuming an untracked concrete section.

Introduction and background

The Seismfc Category I Structures Program currently being carried

out at the Los Alamos Natfonal Lab~ratory fs focused on answerfng

*Staff Member, Los Alamos Natfonal Laboratory

**CcnsultantO Los Alamos National Laboratory
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certain structural questions related to the general fssue cf whether

exis:fng nuclear facfl~tfes can contfnue to operate fn light of more

demandfng criterfa than considered fn the original desfgn. The Category

I structural models being tested are box-lfke reinforced-concrete con-

figurations representative of sectfons of auxflfary bufldfngs, fuel-

handlfng bufldfngs, etc., and do not include the reactor containment

bufldfng. The overall goal of the program fs to supply to the Nuclear

Regulatory Comnfssfon experimental information and a benchmarked pro-

cedure to evaluate the sensftfvfty of the dynamic response of these

structures to earthquakes of fncreased magnftude beyond the desfgn btisfs

earthquake. The mafn purposes of the experimental program are (1) to

provfde stfffness and dampfng values for more demandfng loadfngs on the

structures, (2) to obtafn general information on how these structures

behave fn the fnelastfc range as compared w!th thefr elastfc behavior,

and (3) to provfde experimental data for benchmarking inelastfc ffnfte

element codes,

An extensfve survey cover’ng the analytical methods, desfgn methods

and construction practfces, and the codes and standards used fn the

desfgn and construction of exfstfng reinforced-concrete Category I

structures has been completed. (See Ref. 2). The results of thfs sur-

vey have fndfcated the types of data that are most necessary to extend

analysfs and desfgftfnto hfgher load regfons. In addftfon, thfs survey

has suggested the kinds of tzst structures and the experiments that

would be most useful fn benchmarkfrg al)alysfsand desfgn procedures

proposed for considering the problem of loadfng beyond the fnltfal de-

sfgn. Ffnally, the su?vey has helped fn selectfng the varfables that

wfll be included fn sensftfvfty stuctfes,

Durfng FY 82 preliminary experiments were conducted on small,

reinforced-concrete fsolated shear walls that had been identified fn

our survey as the most fmportant element fn a Category I structure

(Fig, 1).

Thfs preliminary experimental program was fntended to serve the

followfng purposes:

1. perfect the construction techniques necessary to fabricate +he ~

small reinforced-concrete ~ixuctures;

2, desfgn and evalu~te the test equipment and fnstrumer~tatfon

necessary to conduct appropriate st~ttc and dynamfc tests; and
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Fig. 7, Isolated shear wall structures.

3. conduct and analyze the results of a sufficient number of

tests to determine the relative merits of static tests, con-

ventional vibration tests, and simulated seismic tests.

These preliminary experiments, completed in FY 82, are reported on

in detail in Refs, (3) and (4), The most significant results of these

tests, conducted on 1/30 scale models (where the prototype wall thick-

ness is assumed to be 30 in.), are summarized below.

1.

2$

3.

At high load levels, reinforced-concrete shear walls behave

fn a hfghly nonlinear and fnelastfc manner.

The load levels at which these walls crack and fail are in

reasonable agreement with the values computed u%ing the stan-

dard desfgn methods as specffled fn ACI 349. However, stiff-

ness of these walls is found to be considerably less than the

value of st?ffness calculated by the usual desfgn methods.

During load cycling, such as would occur during a seismfc

event, reinforced-concrete shear wa?ls exhfbft sfgnfffcant

hysteretic energy loss. The amount of energy loss per cycle,

and hence the effective damp?ng, is very dependent upon lood

level,
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4. At higher load levels, the measured acceleration respcnse is

considerably less than would be predicted by a linear response

spectrum. This latter finding is in agreerncntwith the result

predicted by the Newmark-Hall “Nonlinear De!;fgnResponse

Spectrum’’(7);and to our knowledge, this fs the only experi-

mental verification of this nonlinear approi)chfor the analy-

sis of shear wall type structures.

5. Standard vibrating test methods (such as sine sweeps, reso-

nance search and dwell, etc.), which are widely used to eval-

uate damping ratios, modal frequencies, mode shapes, etc. for

many structures and machines, were found to be both inadequate

and inappropriate when applied to reinforced-concrete shear

walls, even at moderate load levels, The reason is that the

properties (stiffness and dampfng) of the reinforced-concrete

shear walls change continuously wfth load cycling, and the

load cycle history associated with these conventional vib~a-

tfon tests is tn no way representative of the load (Ycle his-

tory associated with sefsmfc responses. As a result of this

finding, all of the subsequent dynamics tests carried out as

d part of this program used sfmuluted sefsmfc loadfng. It is

Important to note, however, that two of ‘.hc’most widely quoted

studies of high load tests on reinforced-ccncrete structures

used sinusoidal vibration excitation(l)(5).

Construction of Scale Models of a Prototypical Category I, Diesel

Generator Building

All of the structures tested during FY 83were !~mall-scalemodels

of a pr’ototyplcalCategory I, dfesel generator buflcling. The shape

and dimensions of +.heassumed prototype structure are shown in Fig. 2,

together wfth the dimensions of the two scaled versions of this struc-

ture. Figure ? shows a two-story structure; however, several single

story versfons of the l/30-scale structure were also constructed and

tested.

The l/35-scale structures were constructed usfng a microcrete

havfng the followfng properties:
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2. Two-story ba:{c structure--modeland prototw

compressive strength (fe) = 2500-3300 psi
.

(17,20Q-22,700 k%);

tensile strength (ft) = 300-~20 PSi (2~7G-2900 kpa); and

hodulus of Elasticity (E) = 2*3-2.6x10’’Psi (1508-~709x106 kp&~0

Reinforcement consisted of l/2-inch (12.7-mm) square mesh hardware

cloth at each wall surface. This resulted in 0.28% reinforcement in

each direction, on both wall su~faces, The reinforcement properties

were:

Yield stress (uy) =42,7~o Fsf (~”29x~06kpa);

Ultimate stress (~ ~ ~ 53.100 Psi (0036x106kpa);
‘6

Modulus (E) E 25.Gx1O psi (176.4x10hPa); and

Ultimate elongation (Au) ~ 4%.
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Figure 3 shows a single-story, l/30-scale structure during con-

struction; the base mat has been cast, the reinforcement has been as-

sembled, and the inside and outside forms (plexiglass) a~’ein place.

The I/lO-scale structures were fabricated using a larger aggregate

microcrete having the following properties:

,
f; = 2850-3500 psi (19,640-24,100 kPa);

‘t = 430 psi (2960 kPa); and

E = 2.6-2.9x106 psi (17.9-20.0 kPa).

The reinforcement steel, which was obtained from the Portland

Association, had the following properties:

Wire diameter (d) =0.l13in (2.87 rim);

‘Y
= 42.4 ksi (0.29x106 kPa);

c1 = 50.0 ksi (0.34x106 kPa);

E“ = 28.5x106 psi (196x106 kPa); and

Au = 13.1%0

This rod was tied in a l.O-inch (25,4-mm) square mesh to give

percentage reinforcement as was used in the l/30-scale model.

Cement

the same

Figure 4

Fig. 3. Viewof a single-story, 1~30-scale structure under construction,
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Fig. 4. View of a two-story 1/10 scale structure under construction.

shows a l/10-scale structure during construct~on: the base and first

story have been cast and forms striped; the second-story reinforcement

and inside forms are in place.

Static Tests of Single-Story, l/30-Scale Structures

Four, single-story, l/30-scale structures were statically tested

to failure under both monotonic and cyclic load conditions. Thes~?

tests were conducted using a horizontal, hydraulic testing machin?.

Models were tested with the load applied either parallel to the ll~nger

dimension or parallel to the shorter dimension. The load was applied

through a l-inch-thick steel plate, which was rigidly clamped around

the entire perimeter at the top of the wall. Figure 5 shows a struc-

ture failed by monotonic loading applied parallel to the end walls.

The purpose of these tests was to comparison measured values >f

stiffness, cracking load, and ultimate load with the values obtail]ed

by calculation using material properties and geometry. Figure 6 !;hows

the force vs deformation diagram for structure 3D-2 (shown in Fig. 5),

wh~ch was tested monotonically. Table I compares measured and cal-

culated results. These results are typical for all of the tests (ooth

directions, dfid with monotonfc and cyclic loading), and we conclud(’
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Fig. 5. Structure failed bj monotonic load applied parallel to the
end walls.

TABLE I

COMPARISONOF CALCULATED AND MEASURED PROPERTIES

l/30-SCALE MODEL (3D-2)

Structural Property Computed Value Measured Value

PC - cracking 5,870 5,210
load; lbs (N) (26,120) (23,180)

P ultimate
l%;-lbs (N)

stiffness; 3.18 0.54
!b~in. x 106 (N/CM) (5.s7) (0.95)

that the usual computational methods give good prediction for the

cracking and ultimate strengths, but they predict structured stiff-

nesses that are much larger than the measured values. Stiffness is

very important in the dynamic analysis and, hence, this discrepancy

will be discussed further in connection witn the simulated seismfc

tests.
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Fig. 6. Force-deformation d~agram for structure 3D-2.

Simulated Seismic Tests of Single-Story, l/30-Scale Structures

We subjected the single-story, l/30-scale structures to low-level

seismic inputs in order to measure thsir effective, linear region,

resonant or modal frequency (w). This value (w) is desired for

comparison with the value predicted by the usual calculations using

either calculated stiffness or stiffness as measured fn statfc tests.

Figure 7 shows a structure mounted on the shake table at the Los

Alamos Natfonal Laboratory ready for test. The excitation sfgnal fs a

properly scaled versfon of the 1940, El Centro (N-S) acceleration/tfme

signal. The effectfve modal frequency (w) IS determined by computfng

the transfer functfon from the measured input and response accelera-

tions. By repeztfng thfs test usfng different amounts of mass added

to the top of the structure, ft fs possible to elfmfnate the distrib-

uted mass of the structure (Mo) from the relationship between modal

frequency (w), total mass (MT), and effective stfffness (lo, thus:
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Fig. 7. A single-story, l/30-scale structure mounted on
at Los Alamos.

or

Mo= MADDED
——

()

2
‘o-l

“
1

in which

W. is the measured modal frequency with no added mass;

UT is the measured modal frequency ~ith a given amount

added;

and ‘ADDED Is the amount of mass added.

By substituting the second equation back into the first we

shake table

of mass

can compute
the structure’s stiffness (K) from the data without the necessity of

deciding upon the lumped mass equivalent of the structure’s distributed

mass. The stiffnesses obtained using the above method together with

the values of stiffness obtained from both static tests and calcula-

tions based on geometry and material properties are given in Table 11.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATEtISTIFFNESS VALUES

l/30-SCALE MODELS.

Stiffness - K

Method lb/in x 106 (hJ/cm)

Simulated seismic 0.62 (1.09)

(two specimens) 0.71 (1.24)

Static test .L 0.54 (0.95j

(two specimens) 0.74 (1.30)

Calculation 3.18 (5.57)

The experimentally determined values of stiffness from static and

simulated seismic tests are in good agreement, but the difference be-

tween these measured values and the calculated values is very large.

rhis finding is discussed further in the Conclusions section of this

paper.

Simulated Seismic Tests of Two-Story, 1/30- and l/10-Scale Structure

Two, 2-story, l/30-scale structures were fabricated and tested on

the Los Alamos shake table (Fig. 8). Two, l/10-scale, two-story struc-

tures were built at the Los Alamos National Laboratory and transported

to Construction Engineering Research Laboi-story(CERL) located at

Champaign, Illinois. Figure 9 shows a l/10-scale model mounted on the

servohydraulically dr?ven table at CERL,

The models were tested initially with no added mass. These were

low-level, or elastic-range tests. Masses were then added to the models

to properly simulate the distributed mass of a larger prototype struc-

ture, In this conditicn, the input acceleration level was progressively

increased to measure behavior in both the elastic and inelastic regions,

In all tests the input signals were properly tire-scaled, 1940 El Centro

N-S accelerograms.

11 Endebrock



Fig. 8. A

Fig, 9. A

two-story, l/30-scale structure mounted on shake table.

l/10-scale structure mounted on the shake table at CERL,

Compar~son of the results obtafned from the two scaled structures

can be made lo either of two ways:

10 The results from the l/30-scale structure can be used to pre-

dict the behavfor of the l/10-scale structure; or

12 Endebrock



2. The results from the tests on both structures can be used to

predict the behavior of the assumed prototype, and these two

predictions of prototype behavior can be compared. In the

following discussion, both of these methods will be used.

Table III shows the first mode frequencies (fl), as measured and

as predicted for the l/10-scale model from the l/30-scale test.

We first note that, in the linear regfon where two different 1/30-

scale structures were tested with added mass, there is some variation

unmeasured results. This calls attention to the impossibility of con-

structing absolutely identtcal structures, even for structures of the

same size (that is, with a scale of univ). The remaining data in

Table 111 compares predicted modal frequencies for the I/lO-scale struc-

ture with values measured at progressively higher input levels. We

TABLE III

FIRST MODE FREQUENCIES (liz)

l/10-Scale
l/30-Scale Predicted from CERL #1
Measured l/30-Scale_ Measured

344 115 100

1. No mass addedl
to model--linear
load range

2. Mass added2

2a. linear load
.,

=lg 104, 943 60, 54
‘pk

2b. Intenuediate load
● .

= 5g‘pk 80 46

2c. Nonlinear load
..

= 89‘pk 63 36

2d. Failure test
● .
‘pk =12g 57 33

54

49

41

24

Notes: 1. With no mass added the frequency scale fs equal to the
length scale, that 1s, Nf = 3.

2. Wtth mass added, the frequency scale is e ual to the sqbare
&root of the length scale, that is, Nf = .

3. Two models tested,

13 Endebrock



conclude that the l/30-scale structure is adequate for predicting the

magnitude and trend (with Increasing level of sefsmic input) of first

mode frequency of the l/10-scale structure.

When the modal frequencies measured during tests cm both the 1/30-

and l/10-scale structures are used to predict the modal frequencies of

the assumed prototype structure, the results are as shown in Table IY.

Note that models of two different scales (1/30 and 1/10) tested under

two different conditions (no added mass, Case I model; added mass,

Case III model) predict that under low seismic loading (linear region),

the prototype structure can be expected to have a first mode frequency

of between 7.9 and 1?.5 Hz. The authors believe that the scatter in

this prediction is acceptable when vfewed with the knowledge that there

wtll be some scatter in actual first mode frequencies of supposedly

identical structures of the same size.

TABLE IV
PREDICTIONOF PROTOTYPE MODAL

Model Load Predicted from

FREQUENCIES

Predicted from
we Level l/30-Scale Model l/10-Scale Model (CERL #1)—.

Casel Linear 11,5 10.0
● .

1 ‘pk < lg

Case2 Linear 88, 9.0 7.9

3
,.

<lg‘pk
Case Intermediate 6*8 7.2

3
**

<ci5f3

Case
‘pk
Nonlinear 5.3 6.0

3
**
‘pk

<=8g

Casc Failure 4,8 3.5
**
‘pk < K12g

1. Forcass 1 models, no added mass, fruquency is scaled as the len th
scale; hence, model modal frequencies are scaled by factors of 3!
and 10,

2. For case 3models (that is, models with added mass) l/30-scale model
results are scaled by 12,0 and I/lO-scale model results are scaled
by 6.8.
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Fig, 10. Variation of ftrst mode frequency vs input acceleration level.

A plot showfng the varfation of first mode frequency (fl) with

input acceleration level (~), Fig. 10, is instructive. In this plot

the data from a I/lO-scale structure tested at CERL havs been used.

Several tests were conducted at peak acceleration levels of 1 g or

less, and the first mode frequency was found to remain constant at a

value of 54 Hz, This is taken as an indication that the l/10-scale

structure behaves elastically for excitation levels up to ~Pk ● 1 9.

Beyond this excitation level, the structure exhibits progressively

ciecreasingeffective stiffness with increasing excitation level. As

the excitation level Is fncreased to 10 g’s, the ffrst mode frequency

decreases to approximately 40 Hz (a decrease of 26%), Even after tests

at thfs level, there is no visfble cracking; however, the structure is

fnelastic, as fndicated by the fact that, when retested at a low fnptit

level (Vpk < 19), the first mode frequency does not return to Its

orfgfnal value of 54 Hz. Beyond thfs load level, 10g’s, the modal

frequency decreases more rapidly.
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These results can be projected to the prototype behavior by using

the appropriate frequency and acceler~tion scale factors (0.147 and

0.216, respectively). This has been done by means of the “prototype”

scales shown in Fig. 10. Ffgure 11 illustrates the crack pattern on

one of the lower-story end walls of the model after the test. The

orientation of the cracks ts consistent with the predominant development

of shear stress in the end wall.

How this structure modifies the applted base acceleration (~), and,

hence, how the floor-response spectra are modlfled as the fnput acceler-

ation level (~Pk) is increased, are shown in Fig. 120 This ffgure

has been constructed using data from one of the l/10-scale model tests,

but the measured accelerat~ons and frequencies halve been scaled to pro-

totype values (as was done ~n Ffg, 10). The figure was constructed by

measuring the response of the second story (X2) for two base excfta-

ttrm levels: Vpk = 0.35 g’s, and ~Pk = 1.1 9. A linear response

spectra wac then computed for each measured response and plotted on

Fig, 12, Note that at the 0.35 g tnput level, where the prototype

structure’s first modal frequency is 7,6 Hz, the input motfon is highly

amplfffed at the second-floor level; as would be expecteds the maxfmum

. -9. -

Fig. 11, Crack pattern In lower-story end wall of the I/lO-scale
structure,

16 Endebrock
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Floor-response spectra from experimentally determined
accelerog~ams.

occurs fn the regfon of the structure’s f+rst mode fre-

quency (7.6 Hz).

frequency content

second and hfgher

As the base Input

Because thfs fs a stfff structl!re(relatfve to the

of the fnput, that 1s, the 1940 N-S El Centro) the

modes produce relatively fnslgnfffcant amplfffcatfons,

level Is fncreased, and the effectfve first modal

frequency fs decreased, the frequency regfon over whfch ampl1ffcation

occurs fs down shifted, and the magnftude of peak amplfffcat~on fs de-

creased, Note however, that as the first mode frequency fs decreased

toward the frequency region fn whfch the fnput sfgnal Is maximum, the

ampllffcatlon of the response fn thfs regfon fs fncreased. If the ffrst

mode frequency should be reduced (by the fnelastfc response associated

wfh a particular hfgh load level) so as to exactly correspond to one of

the frequencies at whfch the fnput level reaches a peak, the maxfmum

magnlffcatlon of response could, of course, be Increased,

17 Endebrock



How this structure’s effectfve damping fs affected by increasing

load levels ca!,be investigated by comparison of the actual measured

response with response computed us;ng an analytical model for which

various amounts of damping are assumed. Thfs phase of the data analysis

fs currently fn progress.

Conclusions

Based on the data presented fn this paper, on the data from the

fsolated shear wal? tests (3)(4), and upon recent studfes made by other

fnvestigators(6)(8),we believe that the actual stfffness of protot:’pf-

cal, Category I structures may be considerably less than the value com-

puted usfng the usual desfgn procedures. lierecognfze that, because

all of these tests involve small structures (models), the observed

smaller values of stiffness could be “structural-sfze” related. In

this regard, shrfnkage cracks that would reduce the effective moment of

inertfa of area (1) of the structure, and that WOU1d form more rapfdly

In small sections then fn larger sectfons, must be cof,sfdered. Thfs fs

befng investigated further; however, ft should be realfzed that micro-

crackfng, caused by shrfnkage aridnonsefsmic loads applfed durfng the

life of a prototype structure, will exist fn prototype structures, and

that the reductfon fn stiffness suggested by these tests may stfll

occur; that fs, ft may only be a matter of tfme.

We belfeve that the prototype structures could experience consider-

able norrlfnearand fnelastlc response wfthout showfng vfsfble signs of

crackfng. Uhen crackfng appears, the structure hJS experienced large

nonlfnear and fnelastlc response, and the fnft$ai effectfve structural

stfffness has been sfgnfffcantly reduced. The input acceleration level

rqufred to produce thfs condltfon fs, however, ver,ylarge--that fs,

5 x SSE or greater.

The reductfon of ffrst mode frequency, whfch fs associated wfth the

reductfon fn effectfve stfffness, retunes the structure relatfve to the

fnput’and, as a result, the floor-response spectra are different at

different levels of input acceleration (as shown fn Ffg. 12). How thfs

affects equfpmen+ nounted at d gfven level depends upon fts mounted

frequency rclatfve to the orfgfnal structural ffrst mode frequency. In

18 Endebrock



general, we can say that if equipment Is mounted such that Its resonance

value $s less than the orfglnal structural frecyency, ft could be tuned

to the structure’s resonance during high seismfc load response. How

load level affects effectfve dampfng fs not known as yet, but the data

fs befng further analyzed to develop thfs information.

lietrelfevethat the results presented fn this report demonstrate

the potentfal value of 1/30- or l/10-scale-model tests. The l/30-scale

mode-s appear to be appropriate to investigate a number of desfgn and

test drameters of fnterest, that fs, fn sefisftfvftystudfes. The rel-

atfve low cost and convenience of the smaller models allows a larger

number of parameters to be investigated. However, for very important

parameters or for those that may be Judged to be very sensftfve to sfze

effects (the attachment of large sfmulated equfpment, for example),

larger scales wfll be appropriate.
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